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own modest readings described in print as a ' linda impro-
visation.' Castilian courtesy, indeed, was occasionally the
cause of mild embarrassment to an expectant orator. If
there is one thing that a speaker needs—especially if he is
to speak to unfamiliar audiences in a strange language—it is
precise instructions from the management. But his all too
charming hosts were sometimes reluctant to issue orders to
a guest or even to disclose the brutal fact that he was re-
quired to speak at all; and he recalls an anguished tour
of one university, during which he was completely deaf to
its history and blind to its visual attractions in a protracted
effort to ascertain by direct question, casual reference, and
the intervention of friendly strangers whether he was
expected to give a lecture. Each question drew a deprecat-
ing smile; each sidelong reference to the absurdity of
lectures opened another door upon some wholly irrelevant
treasure of that university, until a final door swung open
and the speaker found himself upon a platform facing his
audience. After that, he never moved outside his bedroom
without a manuscript. Folded and safe upon his hip, it
gave him all the confidence that bootleggers derive from
the comfortable bulge of an automatic. For he was armed
against all emergencies; and at any moment of the day
or night he could smile modestly and begin—" Senoras,
Seftores, Permitidme deciros desde luego cuanto aprecio el
privilegio de dirigiros la palabra esta tarde y agradecer lo
mejor que puedo vuestra gentil presencia. . . ."
4. Rector Magnifiers
This is what really happened. After leaving my control
the modest anecdote assumed imperial proportions; and in
its final form the President of the Republic himself put in
a sublime appearance. For half the Club chose to believe
that one of us, when visiting that awful presence, caught
an unwary boot against a round spittoon which rolled the
whole length of a vast, official room, until it came to rest
at the very foot which had been placed a year before upon

